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waterborne synergists: effect of
polymer topologies on pigment dispersion†

Hansol Kang, ‡ab Si Eun Kim,‡a Young Il Park, a Jin Chul Kim, a Ji-Eun Jeong,a

Hyocheol Jung,a Hyosun Lee, c Sung Yeon Hwang,*d In Woo Cheong, *b

Sang-Ho Lee *ae and Eunyong Seo *af

Control of polymer topologies is essential to determine their unique physical properties and potential

applications. The polymer topologies can have a critical effect on pigment dispersion owing to their

unique architectures; however, studies using polymer topologies on pigment dispersion in aqueous

systems are scarce. Thus, this study proposes various topologies of polyether-based waterborne

synergists, such as linear, hyperbranched, and branched cyclic structures. Specifically, we applied

branched types of polyglycidols (PGs) as a synergist to provide polymer topology-dependent

dispersibility for the surface-modification of Red 170 particles through adsorption and steric hindrance.

The topology-controlled PG synergists (PGSs) were successfully prepared by post-polymerization

modification with phthalimide and benzoyl groups. Particularly, the branched types of PGSs, branched

cyclic PGS (bc-PGS), and hyperbranched PGS (hb-PGS) exhibited improved dispersibility through

adsorption on top of the pigment, interaction between dispersant (BYK 190) and pigment, and steric

effect. Surprisingly, hb-PGS conferred the Red 170 pigment particles with superior storage stability than

that of bc-PGS despite their similar structural features. This study suggests the widespread potential

application of PGSs as waterborne synergists for various dispersion applications.
Introduction

Dispersion technologies for organic and inorganic pigments
used in various industries such as digital printing, paints,
coating, cosmetics, and display have been extensively devel-
oped. This is because the dispersibility of pigments in a solu-
tion signicantly affects optical densities, shape spectral
properties, transmittance, and color resolution.1–5 In particular,
the design of a high-performance dispersant system should
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consider numerous factors such as chemical structure, hydro-
phile–lipophile balance, molecular weight, and molecular-
weight distribution for providing a stable dispersion with
uniform particle size.5–10 Additionally, dispersants have received
signicant attention in dispersion applications, because they
can enhance the dispersing ability and durability upon expo-
sure, facilitating higher stability of pigment dispersions.
However, obtaining high efficiency in applications by employ-
ing dispersing agents remains challenging because of incom-
plete dispersion and difficulty in complete particle separation.
In addition, these limitations lead to uneven coloring, thereby
further limiting the advantage of the fully optimized effect.11,12

To overcome the challenges associated with dispersants in
pigment-based products, modulating pigment aggregation
forces is essential to maximize the dispersing effect on pigment
performance.

Numerous approaches to design the dispersing ability of
dispersants using specic surfactants, functionalized polymers,
and mineral oxides have been reported.13,14 Among them, the
use of synergists to reinforce traditional dispersant-based
methods has recently become a focus in dispersion systems.
Specically, the use of synergists offers interesting opportuni-
ties not only for forming strong adsorption of dispersants on
pigment surface but also for stabilizing pigment particles by
reducing interparticle occulation through the steric hindrance
effect.15–19 Many of these synergists have been designed based
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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on chemical structures similar to the targeted pigment mole-
cules. For example, in a phthalocyanine-based dispersion, the
core part in the synergist consists of the phthalocyanine
molecular structure to facilitate the adsorption of the synergist
on the pigment surface.16 In addition, the edge side of this
synergist modied with functional groups, such as primary
amine or carboxylic acid, is effectively utilized in binding to
anchoring groups of dispersants via strong hydrogen bonding.
Moreover, Kelley et al. reported that acid-functionalized syner-
gists can maintain a high dispersibility of organic pigment
particles even in propylene glycol methyl ether acetate-based
eco-friendly solvent systems.18 Although this synergist-based
approach provides an optimized interaction with the targeted
pigment and excellent dispersing performance, only a few
studies using synergists for the preparation of pigment
dispersion in aqueous systems have been reported as a result of
the limited modication of pigment-based designed synergists.
Moreover, to utilize organic pigments in aqueous systems, the
organic synergist should essentially include a hydrophilic part
or polar features.19 This synergist-based dispersing approach for
aqueous systems is thus highly challenging because
Scheme 1 Research scheme of Red 170 dispersion based on polyether
polyglycidols (PGs), and (b) the pigment dispersion strategy using functi

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
dispersibility via various types of dispersants and the corre-
sponding properties, such as storage stability, are effectively
controllable through the incorporation of synergists with
functionalities for interacting between pigment particles and
dispersants.

In the past few decades, the control of polymer topologies for
managing their unique functions and physical properties has
attracted attention.20,21 As representative examples, dendrimers
and hyperbranched polymers have been investigated owing to
their interesting physical properties such as excellent solubility,
low solution viscosity, and modied rheological properties,
which originate from their branched multifunctional structures
compared with linear structures.22–25 Hawker et al. reported the
polymeric architectural effects on a TiO2 dispersion using
diverse branched poly(acrylic acid) derivatives in comparison to
linear polymers in an aqueous system.26 In addition, Storey et al.
demonstrated three types of polyisobutylene succinimide
analog dispersants (linear, graed, and comb type) for carbon
black dispersion.27 Compared with linear dispersants in the
organic system, the comb- and graed-type dispersants
exhibited greater affinities for adsorption but decreased
-based synergists. (a) The molecular structure of topology-controlled
onalized PG-based synergists (PGSs) are described in this scheme.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 31092–31100 | 31093



Table 1 Characterizations of bc-PGSs with different anchor groups in
this study

Entry Synergist Mn
a Mw/Mn

a Tg
b Ratio (–OH/BzCl/anchor)

0 bc-PG 1350 2.1 −43 10/0/0
1 bc-PG-BzA1 1070 2.4 −20 7/2/1
2 bc-PG-BzA2 n/dc n/dc −22 7/2/1
3 bc-PG-BzA3 970 2.9 −20 7/2/1
4 bc-PG-BzA4 960 2.7 −11 7/2/1
5 bc-PG-BzA5 870 2.8 −22 7/2/1

a The number-averaged molecular weight (Mn) and molecular weight
distribution (Mw/Mn) of the synergists were determined by size-
exclusion chromatography (SEC) with PEO standard for calibration in
DMF. b Glass transition temperature (Tg) was analyzed by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) at a heating rate of 10 °C min−1 under
nitrogen atmosphere. c The molecular weight of bc-PG-BzA2 synergist
was not measured because this product was not dissolved in DMF as
an eluent used in SEC analysis.
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packing efficiencies. Despite the successful improvement of the
dispersion performance via controlling polymer topologies,
most of these investigations have been limited to linear polymer
systems;28–30 thus, we aim to seek further tuning of the disper-
sion performance via precise control of polymeric topology.

In our previous work, hyperbranched polyglycidols (hb-PGs)
and branched cyclic PGs (bc-PGs) were successfully synthesized via
metal-free ring-opening polymerization of glycidol using frus-
trated Lewis pairs along with linear PGs (lin-PGs) having a similar
degree of polymerization (DPn) as control (Scheme 1a)31,32 We
found that precisely controlled polymer topologies are impor-
tant factors in determining their unique properties, such as
enhanced adhesion performance via cooperative hydrogen
bonding between polymer chains with excellent biocompati-
bility and enhanced self-healing efficiency via different polymer
network mesh space.33,34 Evidently, a highly exible polyether
backbone with multiple functional hydroxyl groups would be
suitable as a polymer-based synergist in aqueous dispersion
system because its strong hydrophilic feature can provide
organic pigment particles with high aqueous solubility. Addi-
tionally, numerous hydroxy groups in pendants can allow for
variable functionalization via post-polymerization modica-
tion, such as the introduction of hydrophobic groups or anchor
moieties (Scheme 1b). Herein, we present the potential appli-
cation of topology-controlled polyglycidol-based waterborne
synergists (PGSs) with different anchor groups on dispersion
performance. The Red 170 pigment iswidely used in various
industries, and BYK 190 as a polymeric dispersant mixed with
styrene and maleic acid has been applied to our aqueous
dispersion system. On the basis of these topology-controlled
PGSs, we establish their topological effect on pigment dis-
persibility and storage stability. Therefore, this study on
pigment dispersion by applying topology-controlled polyethers
can demonstrate their potential as synergists in the eld of
dispersion and further show the topological effect of polymers
on dispersibility.

Experimental
Materials

Glycine, 2,3-naphthalenedicarboxylic anhydride, dime-
thylformamide (DMF) (Sigma-Aldrich; $99.8%), ethanolamine
(Sigma-Aldrich; $99.0%), acrylic acid (Sigma-Aldrich), N-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride
(TCI; >98.0%), 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMA) (TCI; >99.0%),
methylene chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, $99.8%), 1,8-naphthalic
anhydride (TCI; >98.0%), triethylamine (Sigma-Aldrich;$99%),
benzoyl chloride (Alfa Aesar; 99+%), 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)carbondiimide (EDCI) (TCI; >98.0%),
diethyl ether (Burdick & Jackson, ACS), N-phthaloylglycine (A1)
(TCI; >98.0%), 9-oxoacridine-10-acetic acid (A4) (TCI; >98.0%),
and anthraquinone-2-carboxylic acid (A5) (TCI; >99.0%) were
used as received without purication. Toluene (Sigma-Aldrich;
>99%) was puried by column chromatography prior to use.
The molecular sieves (4 Å) were dried at 300 °C using a heating
gun under a reduced pressure for 30 min prior to use. Tetralin
(Sigma-Aldrich; 99%), tris(pentauorophenyl)borane (B(C6F5)3)
31094 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 31092–31100
(Sigma-Aldrich; 95%), glycidol (Sigma-Aldrich; 96%), and trib-
utylamine (TBA) (Sigma-Aldrich; $98.5%) were dried overnight
over calcium hydride and puried by distillation. Dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO, SUNSEI; 99%), 3,4-dihydro-2H-pyran (Sigma-
Aldrich; 97%), p-toluenesulfonic acid (Sigma-Aldrich;
$98.5%), sodium bicarbonate (DUKSAN; 99%), sodium
sulfate, ethyl acetate (Sigma-Aldrich, $99.5%), hexane (Sigma-
Aldrich; $99.5%), phosphazene base P4-t-Bu solution (t-BuP4)
(Sigma-Aldrich; ∼0.8 M in hexane), benzyl alcohol (Sigma-
Aldrich; 99.8%), benzoic acid (Sigma-Aldrich; 99.5%), tetrahy-
drofuran (THF; $99.9%, inhibitor-free), HCl (Sigma-Aldrich,
ACS reagent; 37%), MeOH (Sigma-Aldrich; 99%), and potas-
sium carbonate (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent; $99.0%) were
used as received.
Preparation of topology-controlled poly(glycidol)s (PG)

Branched cyclic (bc-PG), hyperbrached (hb-PG), and linear pol-
yglycidols (lin-PG) were synthesized according to procedures
previously reported in the literature.31,32,35
General procedure for the preparation of bc-PG-BzAn

synergists

The post-polymerization modication of bc-PG was performed
using syringe technique under dry argon in a baked round-
bottom ask equipped with a three-way stopcock. A typical
procedure for preparing polymeric synergists using bc-PG is
described as follows. For example, for bc-PG-BzA1, 4.00 g of bc-
PG (54.0 mmol for total hydroxyl groups) was placed in a round-
bottom ask (250 mL) and completely dissolved in 80 mL of
DMF. Aer the addition of 1.51 mL of triethylamine (11.0
mmol), the mixture was cooled to 0 °C, and 1.26 mL of benzoyl
chloride (11.0 mmol) was then slowly added to the mixture. The
mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24 h. Aer the
subsequent reaction was completed, 1.04 g of EDCI (5.40 mmol)
and 0.330 g of DMAP (2.70 mmol) were introduced to the ask,
and 1.11 g of N-phthaloylglycine (5.4 mmol) (A1) was subse-
quently added. Aer the completion of the reaction, the solu-
tion was precipitated by cold diethyl ether several times to
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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obtain the highly pure product. The resultant bc-PG-BzA1 was
vacuum-dried and characterized by size-exclusion chromatog-
raphy (SEC) (bc-PG-BzA1 in Table 1, Mn = 1,070, Mw/Mn = 2.40).
Synthesis of the hb-PG-BzA1 synergist

The post-polymerization modication of hb-PG was performed
using syringe technique under dry argon in baked round-
bottom ask equipped with a three-way stopcock. A typical
procedure for preparing polymeric synergists using hb-PG is
described as follows. For example, for hb-PG-BzA1, 4.00 g of hb-
PG (54.0 mmol for total hydroxyl groups) was placed in a round-
bottom ask (250 mL) and completely dissolved in 80 mL of
DMF. Aer the addition of 1.51 mL of triethylamine (11.0
mmol), the mixture was cooled to 0 °C, and 1.26 mL of benzoyl
chloride (11.0 mmol) was slowly added to the mixture. The
mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24 h. Aer reaction
completion, 1.04 g of EDCI (5.40 mmol) and 0.330 g of DMAP
(2.70 mmol) were introduced to the ask and 1.11 g of N-
phthaloylglycine (5.4 mmol) (A1) was subsequently added. Aer
the subsequent reaction was completed, the solution was
precipitated by cold diethyl ether several times to obtain the
highly pure product. The resultant hb-PG-BzA1 was vacuum-
dried and characterized by SEC (hb-PG-BzA1 in Table S1,† Mn

= 570, Mw/Mn = 1.40).
Synthesis of the lin-PG-BzA1 synergist

The post-polymerization modication of lin-PG was performed
using syringe technique under dry argon in a baked round-
bottom ask equipped with a three-way stopcock. A typical
procedure for preparing polymeric synergists using lin-PG is
described as follows. For example, lin-PG-BzA1, 4.00 g of lin-PG
(54.0 mmol for total hydroxyl groups) was placed in a round-
bottom ask (250 mL) and completely dissolved in 80 mL of
DMF. Aer the addition of 1.51 mL of triethylamine (11.0
mmol), the mixture was cooled to 0 °C, and 1.26 mL of benzoyl
chloride (11.0 mmol) was slowly added to the mixture. The
mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24 h. Aer the
reaction was completed, 1.04 g of EDCI (5.40 mmol) and 0.330 g
of DMAP (2.70 mmol) were introduced to the ask, and 1.11 g of
N-phthaloylglycine (5.4 mmol) (A1) was added. Aer the subse-
quent reaction was completed, the solution was precipitated by
cold diethyl ether several times to obtain the highly pure
product. The resultant lin-PG-BzA1 was vacuum-dried and
characterized by SEC (lin-PG-BzA1 in Table S1,† Mn = 600, Mw/
Mn = 1.50).
Preparation of pigment dispersions with PG-based synergists
under bead milling process

The colorant (pigment dispersion) was prepared following the
composition shown in Table S2.† All raw materials at the
milling step were charged into the vessel. The mixture was
allowed to mix in the high-speed disperser at 2000 rpm to
achieve homogeneous dispersion. The pigment dispersion was
characterized without further purication.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Evaluation of pigment dispersions

The viscosities of pigment dispersions were analyzed by using
Brookeld viscometer (DV-II+Pro) under the condition of 5 rpm
for 6 min at 25 °C. To evaluate the storage stability, the
dispersion viscosity was analyzed aer 5 days at 50 °C of
preparing the dispersions and compared with the viscosity of
initial sample.
Measurement

The Mn and Mw/Mn of polymers were measured by SEC at 45 °C
using DMF as an eluent. For the DMF-SEC, three polystyrene-gel
columns [KD-802 (from Shodex); pore size, 150 Å; 8 mm i.d. ×
300 mm, KD-803 (from Shodex); pore size, 500 Å; 8 mm i.d. ×
300 mm, KD-804 (from Shodex); pore size, 1500 Å; 8 mm i.d. ×
300 mm] were connected to a PU-4180 pump, a RI-4030
refractive-index detector, and a UV-4075 ultraviolet detector
(JASCO), and the ow rate was set to 1.0mLmin−1. The columns
were calibrated against 13 standard poly(ethylene glycol) (PEO)
samples (Agilent Technologies; Mp = 980–811 500; Mw/Mn =

1.03–1.11). 1H NMR was recorded on a Bruker Ultrashield
spectrometer operating at 300 MHz. All spectra were recorded
in ppm units with deuterated solvents at room temperature.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was conducted on
polymer samples under a dry nitrogen ow at a heating or
cooling rate of 10 °C min−1 on a Q2000 calorimeter (TA
Instruments). The viscosities of pigment dispersions were
analyzed by using Brookeld viscometer (DV-II+Pro) with CPE-
40 spindle. Size analyses were performed using dynamic light
scattering (DLS, Zetasizer Nano ZS90, Malvern Instruments).
Results and discussion
Design and synthesis of bc-PG based synergists (PGSs)

Numerous synergists have been fabricated with chemically
polar moiety or structurally planar molecules because these
functional groups facilitate the affinity between dye or pigment
and dispersants, leading to the high dispersion and stability in
solution. Recently, phthalocyanine derivates modied with
functional groups have been reported as a synergists to improve
the affinity between pigments and dispersants.16 Specically, in
anthraquinone derivates, the carbonyl, amine, and hydroxyl
groups enable hydrogen bonding with pigment, while the
phenoxy group provides affinity with nonpolar bulky
hydrocarbons.

To design a synergist having such functionalities, benzoyl
chloride was employed as a hydrophobic part with a planar
structure, which readily reacted with the hydroxy group in the
polymer backbone. In addition, a series of anchoring groups
represented by phthalimide, naphthalic imides, acridone, or
anthraquinone including carbonyl, amine, or arene groups were
individually employed to benzoyl-functionalized PG to improve
adhesion performance with red pigment via EDCI coupling
(Fig. 1).16 The anchor molecules with naphthalic imides had two
types of structures, which were synthesized using naph-
thalenedicarboxylic anhydride or naphthalic anhydride (see
ESI† for Experimental section and Fig. S1†).
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 31092–31100 | 31095



Fig. 1 (a) Design of PG-based synergists (PGSs) with controlled structure and topologies. (b) Design of anchors with functional molecular
structures.
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To evaluate the effect of various anchor groups on the dis-
persibility and corresponding stability of dispersions, ve
polymeric synergists based on the topology-controlled bc-PG
were rst synthesized (Table 1 and Fig. S2†). For example, the
aromatic groups from benzoyl and phthalimide groups were
clearly conrmed with the peaks in the range of 7.2–8.2 ppm in
1H NMR measurement (Fig. 2). Peak integration between
aromatic groups and polymer backbone leads to the ratio of
Fig. 2 1H NMR spectra of (a) bc-PG in DMSO and (b) bc-PG-BzA1 syner

31096 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 31092–31100
functional groups in synergist, showing 70% of hydroxyl, 20%
of benzoyl, and 10% of anchor groups for bc-PG-BzA1 (entry 2 in
Table 1). In addition, the corresponding relevant molecular
weight of obtained product, which was conrmed by SEC
analysis, clearly decreased aer the reaction owing to the
change in hydrodynamic diameter in the solution, and the glass
transition temperature (Tg) of bc-PG-BzA1 increased Tg possibly
because of increased molecular weight and rigid groups from
gist in CDCl3.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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hydrophobic moieties. The characteristics of all samples having
similar hydrophobic compositions in the bc-PGs in this study
are summarized in Table 1.
Effect of synergists on Red 170 dispersions

Red 170 dispersions were prepared through the bead-milling
process. To understand the effect of as-prepared synergists on
the dispersing performance, the viscosity of Red 170 disper-
sions, which were formulated with additives such as BYK 190
polymeric dispersant and waterborne bc-PG synergists, were
monitored at a specic time (Fig. 3 and Table S3†). As a control,
in the presence of only the BYK 190 dispersant, the viscosity of
the dispersion was optimized under bead-milling process aer
12 h, aer which an increase in viscosity was observed (square
in Fig. 3a). Interestingly, with the addition of imide-type
synergists, the optimal bead-milling time was 6 h, which was
clearly shorted than that of the control experiment, indicating
that these bc-PGSs successfully achieved strong adsorption of
dispersants on the pigment surface and stabilized the pigment
particles at the early dispersion stage. In particular, the red
pigment dispersion with bc-PG-BzA1 exhibited enhanced
dispersion performance of 32% compared to the control at the
optimal bead-milling time, indicating relatively excellent dis-
persibility (red dot in Fig. 3a). These results suggest that the bc-
PGSs inuenced the dispersing performance and that the
phthalimide moiety of bc-PG-BzA1 synergist had the most effi-
cient interaction with the pigment among the different types of
imides for improving the dispersibility of pigment particles.
Although bc-PG-BzA2 and bc-PG-BzA3 showed similar trends as
synergists to that of bc-PG-BzA1, their increased hydrophobicity
in the anchor group might adversely affect the interaction with
the pigment in aqueous solutions (blue and pink dots in
Fig. 3a).

In addition to the viscosity results, the particle size of the
dispersion samples was analyzed to investigate the cohesive-
ness of the particles in relation to the dispersibility of the
pigment solution (Table S3†). Among the four BYK190
Fig. 3 Viscosities of Red 170 dispersion formulated with BYK 190 disper

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
dispersion samples prepared with dispersant and synergists,
the samples with only a dispersant and those with synergist
dispersions containing phthalimide and naphthalene were
investigated because of relative potential for improving
dispersion performance. The particle of bc-PG-BzA1 solution
was smaller than that of the BYK 190-only dispersion, indicating
that bc-PG-BzA1 synergist show superior dispersing perfor-
mance. Considering that bc-PG-BzA2 and bc-PG-BzA3, with
particle sizes of 320.2 nm and 324.1 nm, respectively, had
similar sizes to that of the solution applied with only the
dispersant, a well-dispersed pigment solution was formed
without occulation. Nevertheless, the sizes of pigment parti-
cles applied with bc-PG-BzA2 and bc-PG-BzA3 were slightly larger
than that of the pigment solution without synergists, thus
supporting that bc-PG-BzA2 and bc-PG-BzA3 used in pigment
dispersion had poorer dispersing performance. Based on the
results from viscosity and DLS analyses, the bc-PG-BzA1 with
phthalimide moiety could be potentially utilized as the optimal
synergist to achieve a high dispersion performance in the BYK
190 system.

Meanwhile, the bc-PG-BzA4 and bc-PG-BzA5 synergists tend to
increase the viscosity by milling (Fig. 3b). For example, the bc-
PG-BzA4 and bc-PG-BzA5, which had the acridone and anthra-
quinone groups, respectively, showed 35.9 and 149.2 cps point
increases, respectively (Table S3†). These results indicate that
bc-PG-BzA4 synergist with acridone molecule is relatively
advantageous as a synergist to improve dispersibility. However,
because the dispersion viscosity with both synergists was
increased through ball milling, improving dispersibility by
applying these synergists is difficult.

Colloid stability is the most important property in pigment
dispersion solutions. Poor dispersion stability can lead to
coagulation or agglomeration, increase in size and viscosity,
aggregation and precipitation, and phase separation or
gelation.36–38 Additives such as dispersants and synergists
should improve the dispersion of pigment solutions, as well as
provide long-term storage stability without disturbing solution
sant and a series of bc-PG synergists as a function of milling time.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 31092–31100 | 31097



Fig. 4 Storage stability of Red 170 dispersions in bc-PG synergist
systems.
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stability. To evaluate the storage stability of the pigment
dispersion solutions, we investigated the solution viscosity and
particle size in solution aer storage at 50 °C for 5 days (Fig. 4
and Table S4†). For example, for entry 1 in Table S4,† that is, the
dispersion using BYK 190 without synergist, viscosity and
particle size increased by 88.0 cps and 28.8 nm, respectively,
aer storage owing to the coagulation. Although the dispersions
using BYK 190 and bc-PG-BzA1 showed similar increases to
those of the control, the change in particle size was relatively
smaller than that of the dispersion using BYK 190. In particular,
the low standard deviation for viscosity of the dispersion using
BYK 190 and bc-PG-BzA1 indicates uniform particles and
a relatively stable solution state in the long-term storage at high
temperature. By contrast, the decreased viscosity of bc-PG-BzA3

in Fig. 4 was attributed to particle agglomeration, causing
precipitation or gelation and indicating low storage stability.
Nevertheless, most of the prepared pigment dispersions
showed proper stability under severe conditions. These results
Fig. 5 (a) Viscosities of Red 170 dispersion depending on topology-con
with BYK 190 depending on the topology-controlled PGSs after storage

31098 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 31092–31100
support that the bc-PGS inuence the stability of the dispersion
as well as the dispersibility.
Topology-controlled polymeric synergists in dispersion

Based on the results of dispersant- or synergist-based pigment
dispersion experiments, bc-PG modied with benzoyl and
anchor groups are suitable in pigment dispersion systems. In
particular, among anchor molecules, the phthalimide structure
was demonstrated to be useful as a synergist for pigment
dispersion. Given the excellent dispersing performance of the
combination of BYK 190 and bc-PG-BzA1, the phthalimide and
benzoyl moieties were employed in topology-controlled PGs
(linear and hyperbranched PGs). The topology-controlled
synergists were similarly synthesized and analyzed in the
same manner as bc-PG-BzA1 (Fig. S3†).

To investigate the effect of polymer topologies on the
dispersion system, topology-controlled hb-PGS and lin-PGS were
employed in the dispersion formulation, which was identical to
that of the bc-PG-BzA1 system. Therefore, each viscosity change
of dispersions was rst monitored to optimize the bead-milling
time (Fig. 5a). Similarly, the optimal bead-milling time for each
case was 6 h, which was identical to that of the bc-PGS system,
indicating that the topology-controlled hb-PGS and lin-PGS
successfully achieved a strong adsorption of dispersants on the
pigment surface and were stabilized (Fig. 5a). However, the lin-
PG-BzA1 synergist system was more viscous than the others,
supporting that the branched polymer structures, bc-PG-BzA1

and hb-PG-BzA1, which had steric conformance, exhibited better
binding ability with pigment particles and dispersants than the
linear analog. Zeng et al. reported that branched polyurethane
dispersants exhibited outstanding dispersing property because
of their three-dimensional structure and numerous functional
groups. In particular, the structure of the branch of the polymer
dispersant adsorbed on the surface of the pigment particle
formed a steric hindrance to prevent the aggregation of the
pigment particle, thereby ensuring dispersion stability.11 In
addition, because the lin-PG-BzA1 system had higher viscosity
trolled PG synergists and (b) long-term stability of pigment dispersion
for 5 days at 50 °C.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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than that with only the BYK 190 dispersant, the use of lin-PG-
BzA1 as a synergist eventually disturbed the dispersing perfor-
mance in the pigment solution.

To understand the effect of polymer topologies on the
storage stability in the dispersion, we analyzed the changes in
the viscosity and particle sizes of each pigment solution stored
at 50 °C for 5 days (Fig. 5b and Table S5†). While the bc-PG-BzA1

provided relatively good high-temperature storage stability, hb-
PG-BzA1 showed excellent high-temperature storage stability.
For example, in contrast to that using bc-PG-BzA1, the viscosity
of dispersion using hb-PG-BzA1 was 91.9 cps aer 5 days of
storage, which was similar to the viscosity of the system before
storage. In addition, the coagulation behavior of dispersed
particles was not induced during high-temperature storage.
Coagulation did not occur because the steric hindrance on the
surface of pigment by hyperbranched structure of hb-PG-BzA1

prevented the occulation of pigment particles during
storage.11,26 However, the lin-PG-BzA1 system showed a decrease
in viscosity of dispersion to 152.9 cps from the initial 378.0 cps,
and the particle size was reversibly increased to 352.2 nm. This
nding demonstrated that such a linear structure had low
dispersing ability in the initial dispersion and was not effective
for preventing particle aggregation by occulation during long-
term storage.39,40 Therefore, the lin-PG-BzA1 dispersion system
was not suitable for improving the dispersibility and stability of
pigment solution.

Conclusions

This study successfully synthesized bc-PG-based waterborne
synergists with different anchor groups through simple post-
polymerization modication and employed to a Red 170
dispersion system with BYK 190 as polymeric dispersant.
Particularly, the phthalimide group as an anchor group
enhanced the performance of the Red 170 dispersion system
and was identically applied to the hb-PG and lin-PG to evaluate
the effect of polymer topologies. Although these three types of
waterborne synergists improved the dispersion performance,
branched type PGSs were the most effective for enhancing the
Red 170 dispersibility because they achieved strong adsorption
of dispersants on the pigment surface and stabilized the
pigment particles at the early dispersion stage. Despite similar
structural features between bc-PGS and hb-PGS, interestingly,
hb-PGS promoted stable storage stability at high temperatures
through steric hindrance on the surface of the pigment parti-
cles. Therefore, we expect that this new approach on the topo-
logical effects of polymeric synergists for the pigment
dispersion to contribute to the development of advanced
waterborne synergists with considerable potential for disper-
sion systems.
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